Elastic anisotropy of oceanic serpentinites – influence of CPO and microstructure
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Physical properties of rocks are mainly controlled by the modal composition, crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) and microstructure of a rock. One of the most relevant physical properties related to the interpretation of seismic data are the elastic properties of a mineral aggregate. Changes of elastic properties - and hence changes in our interpretation of the tectonic architecture of certain regions - can be related to mineral reactions and deformation.

In order to explore the impact of mineral reaction and deformation on elastic anisotropy, we study oceanic serpentinites formed at low-grade metamorphic conditions by hydration of peridotites. Samples are obtained from the Atlantis Massif, which is an Oceanic Core Complex located at 30°N, Mid-Atlantic Ridge. During IODP Expedition 357, oceanic serpentinites were recovered from drill cores along the southern wall of the Massif. Fully serpentinized samples displaying variable microstructures were analyzed regarding the influence of microstructure and CPO on the overall elastic anisotropy. Microstructure analysis was based on optical microscopy and large area micro X-ray fluorescence mapping. For CPO analysis synchrotron high energy X-ray diffraction in combination with the Rietveld method was applied and the derived CPO was used to compute seismic properties.

Serpentinites with a typical mesh microstructure are interpreted to represent undeformed samples and show a close to uniform CPO. The increase in fabric anisotropy of vein-like magnetite aggregates is interpreted as an increase in deformation. Samples show a single c-axis-maximum and enhanced CPO. Calculated seismic anisotropies show up to >5% anisotropy for compressional waves (Vp) and shear wave splitting up to 0.15 km/s in the deformed samples. Hence, such an anisotropy can be used to differentiate deformed from undeformed zones in seismic data sets using the elastic anisotropy data.